2007 IOWA ACTUARIAL UPDATE
1/31, 4/30 & 6/30 FILINGS

1/31 - Nursery
4/30 IA Policies: LRP – Swine, Fed Cattle, Feeder Cattle and LGM – Swine, Cattle
6/30 IA Crops: Forage Production (APH), Wheat (APH, CRC, and RA)

PROGRAM EXPANSION: No changes

PROGRAM DELETIONS: No changes

DATES: Nursery Sales Closing Date changed to 5/01/06

RATES:
- FORAGE PRODUCTION (APH): Reference Rates moved toward Target Rates in some counties.
- WHEAT (APH, CRC & RA): Reference Rates moved toward Target Rates in some counties.
- NURSERY: No changes to rates, but monthly proration factors table now includes all months.
- High Risk Rates: Corrected the add-on rate for Forage Production in Buchanan County (019)

STATEMENTS:
- WHEAT (APH, CRC, RA):
  1. Quality statement on SPOI has changes to discount factors (DFs)
  2. Deleted old “contained water” statement from SPOIs from Marion and Warren counties.
  3. Added new “contained water” statement to SPOIs in Marion and Warren counties
  4. Deleted high risk land statement from SPOI for Lucas County. (AAA changed to ///)
  5. Added high risk land statement to SPOIs in Buchanan County.
  6. Added the map statement to the FCI-35 in Buchanan County.
- FORAGE PRODUCTION
  1. Deleted old “contained water” statement from SPOIs for counties 049, 125, 153, 169, and 181.
  2. Added new “contained water” statement to SPOIs for counties 125, 153, and 181.
  3. Added the map statement to the FCI-35 in Buchanan County.
  4. Deleted high risk land statement from SPOI for Lucas County. (AAA changed to ///)
- NURSERY
  1. Three statements added to SPOIs: Prohibited Plants, Required PIVR Revisions, and Unreported Units.

PRACTICES: No changes.

TYPES: No changes

OPTIONS/ENDORSEMENTS: No changes

T-YIELDS: No changes.

MAPS - Changed to GIS Format:

SUPPLEMENTS: See the Des Moines County FCI-33 Supplement.

OTHER:
- WHEAT and FORAGE PRODUCTION: Deleted map area table and AAA add-on rates from the FCI-35 in Lucas County. All land on the actuarial map is now unrated.
- NURSERY: Rate Map Area table removed from all counties.
- Change to Insurance Availability Statement.

This is not an official document. For official changes, refer to the 2007 Crop Year Summary of Change and actuarial documents for fall crops.
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